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18. ABSTRACT
Details of the Marshall Space Flight Center (MBFC) solar simulator construction and
operating characteristics are presented. Actual measured values from simulator checkout
tests are detailed. Problems encountered during initial startup are discussed and solutions
described. Techniques utilized to evaluate collector performance from simulator test data
are given. Performance data generated in the simulator are compared to equivalent data
generated during natural outdoor testing. Finally, a summary of collector performance
parameters generated to date as a result of simulator testing are given.
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NOMENCLAKIRE
Definition
A Cross-sectional area, m2 (ft _)
A Transparent frontal area of collector, m _ (ft 2)
a
A L Heat loss area of collector, m _ (ft 2)
A Gross outside collector area, m2 (ft _)
g
A Shaded area of collector, m2 (ft 2)
8
a,b Linear equation constant, dimensionless
_, Centerline
d Distance, m (ft)
F R Heat removal factor, dimensionless
F' Collector flow efficiency factor, dimensionless
FS Full scale
h Height m (ft)
" I Solar irradiation incident upon the plane of the collector,
W/m (B/h-ft
l Arbitrary Index .,
K Incident angle modifier, dimensionless
L Len_h m (ft)
Mass flowrate of the transfer fluid, kg/s (lb/h)
N Total number index
Ix
NOMENCLATURE(Continued)
S_m,bol Definition
Rate of heat flow, W (Btu/h)
QI Rate of energy "in," W (Btu/h)
(_o Rate of energy "out," W (Btu/h)
Qu Rate of useful energy extracted from collector, W (Btu/h)
Average flux rate, W/m 2 (Btu/h-ft 2)
_'=i Sl Instantaneous flux rate, W/m y ( Btu/h-ft 2)
T Ambient air temperature °C (°F)
a
Tfo Temperature of the transfer fluid leaving the collector, °C (°F)
_f Average fluid temperature, =C (°F)
Average temperature of the collector plate, °C (=F)
P
Tfi Temperature of fluid entering collector, °C (°F)
t Time, decimal hours or seconds
U L Solar collector heat transfer loss coefficient, W/m 2 • "C
(Btu/h-ft2-°F)
_' Volumetric flowratc, m3/s (ft3/mln)
W Width, m (ft)
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NOMENCLATURE(Continued)
Symbol Definition
• oe Absorptance, dimensionless
; r c°Ilect°r parameters' 'T"Tal ' "m'°CW (ft' _ F)
" II.
_1 Collector efficiency based on overall area, dimensionless
0 Angle of incidence between direct solar rays and a normal to the
collector surface, deg
p Density, kg/m 3 (lb/ft 3)
r Transmittance of the solar collector cover plate, dimensionless
r Effective transmlsslvlty -- absorptivity factor at normal
e
Incidence, dimensionless
Electricalphase
Subscripts
1, 2 Arbitrary indices
a Aperture
- c Collector
e Effective
xl
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NOMENCLATURE(Concluded)
DefinitionSubscrlp, ts
D
f Fluid
g Gross
i Inlet
L Loss
n Normal
o Outlet
s Shaded
u Useable
0 Incidence angle
_ _ xii
...... _ =
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USEOFTHEMARSHALLSPACEFLIGHTCENTERSOLAR
_1_ SIMULATORIN COLLECTORPERFORMANCEEVALUATION
SUMMARY
The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Sun simulator and collector
testing techniques are described herein. Details of simulator construction are
given along with actual measured simulation performance characteristics.
Collector testing procedures are described giving deviations from current stand-
ard practices. Initial comparative performance data from selected air and
liquid collector tests are presented for both indoor simulator tests and outdoor
tests. These data indicate exceptionally good collector efficiency correlations
between the two tests. Comparisons prove sufficiently the validity of using the
MSFC simulator for nonconcentration flat plate collector configuration perform-
ance evaluations.
_t I. INTRODUCTION
?
:I
-!I As part of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration t s (NASA)
role In support of the Department of Energy ( DOE), a test facility has been con-
structed at MSFC to evaluate solar collector performance under simulated out-
door operating conditions. The primary goal of this facility is to evaluate the
performance capability of fiat plate collectors which utilize either air or liquid
transport media.
_1 " The stimulii for this facility Is the time and labor savings derived from
Its use, as well as improved test results associated with the more controlled
environment it allows. The environment improvements arc the result of testing
under conditions not subject to the capriciousness of ambient conditions.
:4
ii Environmental para,neters the facility can sinmlate include sunfall con-
i dltions such as solar radiation intcnsity, solar spectrum, collimation, and
! uniformity, as well as solar attitude. Prevailing wind conditions of velocity and
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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direction can also be simulated. The facility is capable of reproducing solar
....qtem conditions imposed on the collector, including transport media type and
flow_'_..,0 collector fluid inlet temperature, and geometric factors of collector
tilt and azimuth angles.
Sun simulation is achieved by 405 tungsten-halogen lamps which provide
a source of energy near the solar spectrum at air mass 2. Each lamp is paired
with a Fresnel lens for energy collimation. This combination forms a 27 × 15
illumination array. The array, which is mounted with its long axis tilted up, is
attached to an apparatus capable of being tilted around a horizontal axis. The
array can irradiate a 1.2 by 2.4 m (4 by 8 ft) planar surface area. Collector
orientation and thermal/fluid simulations are provided by a tilt table arrange-
ment in conjunction with either an air or a liquid thermal/fluid loop. Wind
velocity and direction on the collector are provided by two portable floor fans.
These elements are all housed in a thermostatically controlled high bay building
in the MSFC test complex.
Typically, testing in the simulator is performed to acquire collector
efficiency data, the collector time constant, incident angle modifier data, and
stagnation temperature values. Other testing may be performed, but is not
discussed herein. The techniques utilized to make these evaluations follow in
general the guidelines given in ASHRAE Standard 93-77, "Methods of Testing to
Determine the Thermal Performance of Solar Collectors." However, a few
deviations from this standard are noted.
Comparison of efficiency data generated in a natural outdoor environment
to tho_le generated in the simulator are presented. These comparisons are made
for a double covered, selectively coated liquid collector and a single covered,
nonselectively coated air collector. The comparisons indicate outdoor efficiency
data can be reproduced in the simulator to within 6 percent of the outdoor
°
measurement.
II. FACILITYDESCRIPTION
The facility Includes the capability to simulate sunlight on the collector
surface as its primary feature, ltowcver, it also provides a capability to
simulate other co_ditions imposed by the solar system (i. e., storage and heating
and/or cooling subsystems inputs), as well as natural environment conditions
00000001-TSB02
important to collector performance such as wind simulation and solar attitude.
These simulations arc accomplished by the major elements of the facility, which
are the Sun simulator, the solar system or load simulator, and the basic facility
(Fig. 1). A detailed description of cach of the elements Is given In the following
paragraphs.
t
A. Sun Simulator Description
The key element of this facility is the Sun simulator. This includes the
lamp housing, lens housing, lamp/lens cooling equipment, and control equipment
required to support these. Descriptions of these items follow.
1. Lamps. The simulator uses 405 GE Model ELH quartzline lamps to
produce the solar intensity and radiation spectrum. These lamps are rated at
300 W at 120 V. They use a tungsten filament with an equivalent source tem-
perature of 1843°C (3350°F). The filament is housed in a quartz bulb filled
with halogen gas which produces an energy spectrum similar to that of the Sun
at air mass 2. The bulb is attached to a dlachroic-coated glass reflector. This
ellipsoidal reflector is mounted to the base of the bulb to limit the direction of
light from the bulb. It also serves to limit infrared emission due to the selective
nature of the reflector reflectivity.
Early lamps had stippled reflectors, while later versions use a faceted
surface texture (Fig. 2).
2. Fresnel Lens. Each lamp is mounted in a housing immediately
opposite the lens housing. Each lens/lamp combination Is mounted so that they
have optically coincident axes (Fig. 3). Lenses are mounted with the refracting
grooved surface facing the lamps. Spacing between corresponding lens/lamp
pairs is 17.78 cm (7 in. ). This spacing fixes the image created by the lamp
2.54 cm (1 in. ) in front of the lamp reflector face and at the lens focal point.
i!i The 405 lens array Is arranged in a 27 × 15 array (Fig. 4).
_1 Focusing of energy through tim lens is achieved by multiple circular linegrooves cut into the plRstic with a _,_roovc density of 125 lines per inch. These
_:_ groovcs refract light rays from the lamps so that the focus of energy occurs at
a point 15.24 cm (6 In. ) from the lens. The lens transmittance properties have
been measured and were reported In Reference 1. These data are reproduced
: in Fixture 5.
3
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Figure 3. Optical layout of single lens/lamp combination.
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Lenses are made of 0.6 mm (0.1625 in.) thick acrylic. Circular stock
Is cut to a hexagonal shape 12.7 cm (5 in. } across flats. Semicircular notches
are cut in opposite flats to allow mounting (Fig. 6). The lenses are secured
to the lens housing by lightly torquing the mounting bolts. The lens housing Is
hinged to allow access to the lamps (Fig. 7).
3. Lamp/Lens Cooling. Cooling is provided the lamps and lenses by
ingesting room air through eight household type fiberglass filters. The air then
passes between the lenses and the lamps and through orifices in the lamp housing
located adjacent to each lamp. Deflectors at the outlet of these orifices direct
cooling air across the lamp base and into a tapered pl'enum immediately behind
the lamp housing. The heated air is mixed in the plenum and drawn off through
a 63.5 cm (25 in.) diameter duct. From the duct, the warm air may be either
exhausted outside or returned to the high bay building (Fig. 8).
A variable position damper, located in the exhaust duct upstream of the
fan, is used to control the cooling air flowrate. The damper position is manually
set at the control console to maintain the lamp base temperature at or near an
average of 288°C (550°F}. A 283 m3/min (10 000 cfm) constant speed fan sup-
plies air flow for this system. Opening and closing of the damper changes the
flow resistance to allow the flowrate to be adjustable from a low of 125 m3/min
(4400 cfm} to a high of 311 m3/min (11 000 cfm).
4. Controls. Lamp voltage control (and thereby flux intensity) and
cooling flowrate is provided through a console located immediately adjacent to
the simulator (Fig. 9). Simulator flux intensity control is manual, utilizing a
150 kVA Research Incorporated voltage controller, which was surplus from a
past space test program. The device is a three-phase 208 V SCR angle and phase
firing circuit which achieves root mean square (RMS} voltage output control by
eliminating segments of the ac voltage input to the lamps. This is done by
chopping portions of the sinusoidally varying voltage. This chopping provides a
lower (or higher} average RMS voltage to the lamps. Lamps are connected
selectively to each of the three voltagc phnscs by zones, so that each quadrant
of the Sun simulator is on opposite voltage phases. Figure 10 shows the lamp
electrical phase arrangement, as well as the Intuit/lens numbering scheme.
Selective location of lamps within phases is used in an attempt to smooth non-
uniformities in flux Intensity resulting from voltage dlsparJtics between phases.
The lamps are electrically wired so that they may bc switched on and off In
groups vf five.
8
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' Figure 7. View o[ exposed lamp housing.
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B. SolarSystemSimulatorDescription
This sLmulatlon element includes the collector orientation posl_ioninff
and solar system boundary condition simulation by the fluid loops, including
transport media flowrate and temperature.
1. Orientation Simulation. Shnulatlon of orientation is provided by a
variable attitude tilt table to which the collector test item Is mounted. The table
provides a kinematic capability to set varying collector tilt angles and azimuth
angles. Sun azimuth and control of incidence angle positions may be simulated
using the tilt table along with an azimuth adjustment structure. The tilt table
is capable of continuous adjustment of tilt angles from 0 to 72 deg from the
horizontal. Azimuthal adjustments from 0 to 60 deg can be achieved by e_ither
rotating the entire tilt table or by use of a special azimuth adjustment structure
mounted on the tilt table.
The table surface is 2.4 by I. 5 cm (8 by 5 ft) in plan form. It consists
of a 6061 aluminum angle structure to which a 142 by 244 cm ( 56 by 96 in. )
'sheet of 1.9 cm (0.75 in. ) varnished plywood is bolted to form the collector
mounting pad (Fig. 11).
2. Fluid/Thermal Loop Simulation,
_!
: a. Air Loop. This fluid/thermal simulation is provided by an
i' open-air loop (Fig. 12). In this loop the transport media flowrate can be
: _ varied from 0 to 4.5 STD m3/min (0 to 160 STD cfm). Control within _2 percent
:,_ of the desired flowrate, at steady state, can be achieved. Collector inlet air
: "1
J temperatures can be varied from near ambient to 93°C (200" F) and controlled
_l to Within _0.6"C (_10 _').1
supplying It to the collector. The basic hardware in this loop consists of
1. A 1 1/2 hp, 115 V blower/motor combination
2. A 230 V proportional heater coatroller
3. Four 3.75 kW strip heaters
: 14
• '_-_r_,/ _._: ' _i;_ ;_, ._, .... , " ..... "
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I. ASllRAE standard nozzle and test section.
5. _1_,'o20.34 cm (8 in.) gate valves.
Fig_tre 13 depicts the arrangement of this hardware.
b. Liquid Loop. Tile liquid loop m)rmally utilizes a 50 percent by
; volume ( 52.7 percent by weight) ethylene glycol (Prcstone H) / water mixture
with corrosion inhibitor. For this fluid, flowrates may be varied from 0.02 to
. o. 25 lu3/h (6 to 67 gal/h) with :t2 percent control of the flowrate at steady state.
IJdet Wmperature control of 0.6°C (:_1° F) can be achieved for these flowrates
over a rang'e of ambient plus 6°C (+10 ° F) to 104°C (220 ° F) with the water/glycol
mixture. Energy collection rates of up to 2632 W (9000 Btu/h) can be accepted
while meeting these conditions. These conditions can be met while encountering
fluid resistances up to 138 000 N/m _ (20 psid), blest of the transport media used
in solar systems may be used in this fluid loop with corresponding alterations in
the thermal/fluid loop simuiatioll capability, llardwarc in this loop consists of:
1. A ll0V, 1/3hp fluid pump
2. A 230 V I)rOl)ortional heater power controller
3. A 230 V, IS kW submersion heater
I. A shell tyl)o singh, pass liquid/liquid heat exchanger
5. A flui(I reservoir
6. A rotometer visual flowmeter ]
7. A valve controller
o
S. Miscellaneous haml valves.
o
1,'it.otro 1,1 is a schematic of the Iooi) arrangement and Figure 15 is a photograph
depicting the layout of har(Iware in this Iool).
19
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C. BasicFacility
IJ1 addition to the previously discussed simulation capabilities of solar
fltLx and attitude and fluid loop simulation, tl_c basic facility also provides both
external wind and Sun positional simulation capabilities. The Sun altitude posi-
tion simulation is provided by the design of the floating illumination array mount.
• This floating arrangement allows varying the housing angle from horizontal to
72 dog a_;ove the horizontal. Control of this simulated solar altitude is achieved i
. by manually adjusting a chain hoist attached to the illumination array. Since theo
fle>'ible cooling air exhaust duct connected to the array has a limited travel,
alternate duct position connections are provided. Three position connections are '
available to accommodate low, mid, and higll solar altitude positions (Fig. 161.
Wind sinmlation is provided by two floor fans. The two 1/4 hp, 76 em
(30 in. ) diameter blade fans are 168 and 160 em (66 and 68 in. ) high, respec-
tively. The taller fan is three-bladed with a 1140 to 860 rpm range. The
shorter fan is four-bladed with a 1141) to 790 rpm range. Velocities from 1.3 to
5.8 m/s (3 to lq mph) can be achieved with the fans by moving the fans nearer
and farther away from the tilt table mounted test item. Two fans are used to
achieve better velocity uniformity across the test plane. Wind is normally
directed into the collectors from the south, but mobility of the fan allows direc-
tion simulation from any angle.
All elements of the simulator, with exception of the control console
(l,'ig. 17), are housed in a mild steel structure surplused from a previous test
program. The structure is S. 5 m (2_ ft) in height with a 4.3 m (14 ft) square
l)lan form. The frame structure is covered on all sides except the south side
with a blue plastic tarpaulin, A mobile glare shield is situated behind this open
side and in front of a visitor viewing area to protect the eyes of passersby and
limit spurious radiant energy inputs l'rom other sources to the test item. This
: shicht is constructed from angle iron structure and covered with the same
ta rl_aulin mate rial.
o
• The entire sinmlator structure is housed in Building 4619. The
simulator is located in the west end of the high bay portion of the building. This
building is located near the corner of lildeout and Fowler Roads of MSFC
23
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D. Instrumentation
The Instrumentation/data acquisition system available consists of
80 channels. Instrumentation for collector test items includes absolute and
differential temperature measurements, flowrate measurements, absolute and
" differential pressure measurements, wind velocity, as well as total solar radia-
tion measurements (diffuse and direct radiation measurements are not normally
: recorded but may be acquired for specialtests). These measurements use a
number ofdifferent ype sensors dependingon media, messurement type,and
locationof measurement. Appendix A detailsthese measurements alongwith
type and estimatedaccuracy-of sensors. Overall measurement accuraciesand
minimum unitreadoutcapabilitiesare given inTable 1.
TABLE 1. MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
Minimum
Type Media Accuracy Readout
The rmocouple Liquid ±0.5°C _0.06°C
(±0°9" F) (_0.10F)
Thermopile Air +0.06 °C 4-0.4" C
(_0.I°F) (_0.7@F)
Re sistance (Liquidand e0.3°C _0.006°C
Thermometer Air) (,0.5 ° F) (±0. OI'F)
m
" Solar Flux N/A _3%
- Flowrate Liquid _1% of FS (1.2 gpm)
• (0.08 m3/s) ,0.00001 kg/s
Air _2% of FS (210 cfm) (_0.1 lb/h)
(0.1 m3/S)
Wind Air _3%,, FS (30 mph) N/A
Velocity (13 m/s)
Voltage N/A _:0.5% FS N/A
(0-500v)
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7[ Facility peculiar instrumentation includes nine surface mounted thermo-
•t couples on s!mulator lens, a cooling air outlet temperature, six lamp bulb base
:1_ temperature rneasurements, and the lamp array voltage output. Figure 19
•_i depicts illumination array with details of lamp and lens instrumentation locations.
t A list of typical collector performance measurements are listed by name In
t
=:I Table 2.
- !
:, In addition to data recordings, before each test observations are made
, concerning each collector (Appendix B). These observation data Include spectral
:i property measurements, which in som.e cases cannot be made because of the
:-i adverse effect of collector disassembly o_ its subsequent testing or further use.
_ For those collectors for which measurenmnts can be made, five points on the
cover and absorber (one in each corner and one in center) are used to acquire
the average readings.
,i II l. SIMULATOREVALUATIONANDOPERATION
-!
t A. Sun Simulator Performance
i
:_ The capability of the Sun simulator to reproduce actual conditions has
been determined. In particular, the parameters of interest are flux intensity
_=_, variation capability, flux uniformity intensity on a plane surface, collimation of
_' flux, and the capability to reproduce the solar energy spectrum. The initial
,i
.-i target requirements are given in Reference 2.
'i The range of radiation intensity ach:.evable by the facility is dependent
,, on the facility confi_jJration, as will be, discussed later. During initial ehe.ckouts,
.i
it was found necessary to _Vbuild-in tt a fixed attcntuation of the intensity level
! because the flux level was found to be higher than desirable. As a result, an •
': aluminum mesh wire (typical household window screen) with approximately
i
_t 3 mm (0.13 in.) square grids (i.e., s × 8 mesh) was installed behind the lenses.
A photograph of the screen is shoxvn in FiglJre 20. The screen combined with "
: the lenses attenuates approximately ,10 I)ercent of the radiation in the solar spec-
! trum with the lens/screen configuration in place, l'he intensity (:an be varied
from 395 W m2 (125 Btu/h-I't _) at 7o V to 962 W/rn 2 ( 304 Btu/h-ft 2) at 108 V.
This is the a,'eragc value of llux intensity as measured on a I)lane surface nor-
mal to the energy input and at a distance of 2.7 m (9 ft). The lower limit is
dlct.ated by the minimum continuous voltage at which the lamps can be operated
without failure of the halogen cycle. The maxinmm is limited by the voltage
3O
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TABLE 2. COLLECTOR PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
Function
Absorber Surface Temperature° °C (°F)
Absorber SurfaceTemperature, °C (°F)
Abosrber SurfaceTemper_-ture, °C (°F)
Absorber SurfaceTemperature° °C (°F)
Abosrber Surface Temperature, °C (•F)
Convector Tube SurfaceTemperature, °C (OF)
Convector Tube Surface Temperature, °C (°F)
Convector Tube Surface Temperature, °C (°F)
Convector Tube Surface Temperature, °C (°F)
Convector Tube Surface Temperature, °C (°F)
Convector Tube Surface Temperature, °C (°F)
Absorber Surface Temperature, °C (°F)
Absorber Surface Tern x, rature, °C (°F)
Absorber Surface Tom _erature, °C (°F)
Absorber Surface 'rein _erature, °C ( ° F)
Absorber Surface 'Fern _erature, °C ( • F)
Absorber Surface Tern _erature, °C (°F)
Absorber Surface Tom )erature, °C ( o F)
Absorber Surface Temperature, °C °F
Absorber Surface Temperature, °C (°F)
Convector Tube Surface Teml)erature, °C (°F)
\
Convector Tube Surface 'remperature, °C ( oF)
Absorber Surface 'l'eml_erature, ° C ( ° F)
Ambient Tempcratu re, ° (' ( • F)
Insolation Rate, W/tn _ (Btu/l't_-h)
" l:lo_rate, kg/_ (lb/h}
Collector Inlet Tcmperatu re, oc ( ° F)
i:. i Collector Outlet 'renq_oraturc," °C ( ° I,')
ii ' 34
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a. Ovarview.
Figure 20. Lens housing and attenuation screen installation.
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output capability of the controller. Higher intensity levels can be achieved,
however, by either removing the attenuation screen, lowering the collimation
'lens, or both.
The maximum intensity nonuniformity that was initially targeted was _-7
• percent peak-to-peak based on original Lewis Research Center simulator specI- tfications. However, measurements proved this value for the simulator to be J
-_10 percent ( Fig. 21). It should be noted that due to the nonuniformity being less t
pronounced in the center, this value is improved when testing collectors smaller
than the tilt table. Using all data points a 4-4 percent RMS average resulted.
These values were determined using a network of grid measurements across the ]
tilt table. These grids were spaced at 15 cm (6 in. ) intervals over its width, i
This resulted in a 551 point flux measurement matrix, i
t
it
A simple photocell was used to determine the relative flux intensity con- :l
tinuously across this grid network. This data stream is transmitted to a plotter i
(Fig. 11). The average flux intensity position is then found usin_ these data. 1
This is done by either inputting this information into an 1108 computer, which q
automatically computes the average value, or by removing data _rom the flux t
plot and using simple manual calculation _chniques. The radiation intensity is :;i
then measured at this average point by using an Epply PSP pyvonometer, i
All measurements are made at a 2.7 m (9 ft) distance from the test
plane. Although this gives good uniformity, very little uniformity degradation
occurs up to 3.7 m (12 ft) [3,4].
Flux collimation is important to assure proper uniformity and high fidelity
reproduction of direct sunlight and shadowing characteristics of nature. Collima-
tion of flux is defined for the lamp/lens combinaUon as the angle which subtends
a circle containing 95 percent of the energy incident on a fiat plane. The value
initially targeted for was 10 deg, but measurements indicate the actual value to
be approximately 18 deg (Fig. 22).o
Solar spectrum reproduction is of hnportance, especially for wavelength
sensitive elements such as selectively coated collectors. Lewis Research Center
has previously measured these values for the same lamp but a different lens [1].
ttowever, since the same lamp and a similar lens is used in this lnstallatl_n, the
spectral output of the combination should be very similar (Fig. 23). These data
show extremely good reproduction of the spectrum by these lamps at air mass 2.
During these tests, the direct component of solar radiation striking the
tilt table was found to bc 88 percent of the total Irradiation.
t
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B. Anomalies
A number of anomalous conditions and unexpected problems were dis-
covered during initial simulator checkout testing that affected overall perform-
ance. These include:
1. Higher flux intensity at normal operating voltages than desired
2. Out of tolerance peek-to-peak nonuniformlty
3. Collimation angle too large
4. Blinking lamps.
The high flux intensity discovered initially was reduced by a flux attenua-
tion device as previously described. It was also discovered that voltage to the
lamps was slightly lower than faulty measurements had indicated so that minimum
operating voltages had not been achieved as planned. After correction of this
discrepancy and inclusion of the attenuation screen, the flux intensity level was
brought into an acceptable range.
Out of tolerance nonuniformity was found to be caused by a combination of
factors. These factors include:
1. Improper positioning of test plane away from illumination array
2. Variation of flux output from lamp-to-lamp
3. Lens Warpage
4. Interphase voltage nonuniformity
5. Array warpage.
As discussed earlier the best uniiormity is achieved at a distance of
' 2.7 m (9 ft). This fact, once discovered, allowed Instant uniformity improve-
ment by simply moving the test surface closer to the illumination array. Since
' that time, this distance has beet" held constant. ;:
!;
40 ;!!I................
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Nonunlformity due to variation In lamp output, which was found to be as
large as 30 percent between any two lamps, was Initially minimized by running
, Individual lamp Intensity versus voltage checks. These data were used for sub-
sequent placement of lamps In the array for best overall uniformity. However,
even with this selective placement o[ lamps, significant uniformity variations
still existed. Further tests showed that reversing the lamp plug-in orientation
caused significant variation in lamp output. Due to this uncertainty, and the
time consuming nature of Individual lamp checks, a simpler technique was
adopted. In this new technique, the entire array output is mapped Initially with
new lamps in random locations. The judicious relocation of these lamps using
these mapping data, combined with a subsequent remap and a second repositioning
of lamps, has been found to produce uniformity at least as good as the more
sophisticated time consuming technique of individual lamp checks.
During initial testing, Fresnel lens warpage was visible. This warpage
was initially very severe l_ecause of the high intensity of radiation impinging on
i_1 the lens caused by the previously discussed anomalies. These high levels caused
, lens temperatures to exceed the 65°C (150°F) upper temperature limit of the
material deformation. However, after reducing the intensity to the desired level,
warpage was still observed after a period of time, but to a lesser extent. The
warpage appeared to be more severe in the center of the array. Measurement of
lens temperatures in this zone indicated a range from 45 to 54°C (113 to 129°F)
at an imposed flux intensity of 917 W/m 2 (290 Btu/h-ft 2) and 41 to 51°C (105
to 124"F) at 190 W/m 2 (250 Btu/h-ft2). These values were well below the
maximum acceptable temperature limit, indicating warpage occurs at a level
below the manufacturer quoted limit and is a cumulative function of time. An
effort is currently underway to investigate a new lens material more resistive
to thermal warpage.
" All the previously mentioned discrepancies contribute to nonuniformity.
An examination of the data indicate 70 to 80 percent of the nonuniformity now
existing is due to lamp-to-lamp variations, 5 to 10 percent is due to lens warpage,
and only a very small portion Is a result of array warpage and lnterphase voltage
nonuniformity. Since the total effect of these nonuniIormities does not appear to
significantly affect the fidelity of flat plate collector performance evaluation (as
will be discussed later), htrther improvements in uniformity were not considered
*_ necessary.
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During startup _sts, It wa_ discovered that a blinking or ._troberscoplc
effect existed in the Illumination from the at'ray. This bl Inking could be seen by
t_,_ naked eye and was deleted by flux sensors as a significant oscillation In
Intensity. This was found to be the result of using a digital component in the
phase firing controller. This component forced the control output to periodically
eliminate an entire cycle to achieve the desired RMS voltage. Replacement of
this component with a antllog type device eliminated the problem. The new
antllog component controls RMS volta_;e by eliminating only a portion of each
phase rather than entire cycles (Fig. 24). This technique gives a high frequency
cutoff control which Is not detectable by either the eye or the flux sensor.
As noted earlier, the collimation angle was found to be 18 deg rather
than the 10 deg value targeted. This is due to the short focal length of the lens
and the resulting close spacing between lens/lamp pairs. As a result of later
performance test comparisons, this larger collimation angle was found to be not
sufficiently detrimental to collector performance evaluation to warrant further
attention.
Finally, variations between delivery voltage to lamp banks on each of the
voltage phases was noted. This lnterphase voltage variation resulted in a small
difference in the uniformity across the test plane and was not pursued further.
C. LamDLifeTests
Due to the significant impact of lamp life on facility operating cost, the
need for long lamp life is apparent. As a result, a lamp life test was conducted
in the simulator to determine expected life of lamps at a low voltage power
setting. Also, the lamp startup procedure was specified to avoid fast voltage
transients on the lamps which might reduce life.
In the life test, the earliest lamps failed at 105 h (without cycling) at
85 V or approximately 133 W/m 2 (200 Btu/h-ft2). These data Indicated lamps t
may be run for extended periods at levels below the 90 V niinimum recommended
by the lamp manufacturer without significant failures occurring. These tests
were run on a cluster of 5 adjacent lamps with array cooling set to give a lamp
base temperature of 288°C (550"F). The simulator was tilted at 45 deg during
all testing.
42
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i 1_ Lamp failures can occur in a number of ways. Failures occurring at low
Ji voltage and/or high cooling air flowrates typically exhibit })lack speckling o£
;.(_] tungsten on the bulb. This is a result of the halogen cycle not performing well:. enough to return sublimated tungsten to the filament; consequently9 tungsten
:i collects on the cooler surface of the bulb. Once sta:'ted, speckling rapidly
//,=11 becomes severe enough to degrade lamp performance sig_ificantly, In opposition,
i!J:_i the primary degradation of lamps at high voltage and/or low cooling air flow-
:_,_i:._ rates is filament burnout. If sufficient cooling is not provided to the lamp base
or lamp voltages significantly higher than tim rated value are used, premature
filament burnout may occur. Marginal undercooling may also cause reflector
cracking and/or diachroic reflector coating degradation.
Operation of the simulator at typical voltages of 93 and 103 V has resulted
in lamp life from 60 to in excess of 80 h. At 60 h failures are infrequent; how-
ever with the passage of time failures become more frequent. After approxi-
mately 80 h of operation, the probability of failure increases rapidly. Assess-
ment of lamp life is a very tenuous task, depcnding on the startup technique
used, number of cycles, history of the voltage levels imposed on the lamp,
cooling level, and lamp orientation. As a result, the minimum lamp voltage
is limited to 80 V, whereas the maximum voltage is 108 V where cooling air
flow is sufficient to avoid undercooling.
The procedure used in the facility to maximize lamp life is to replace
failed lamps during a test only when more than five lamp_ lmve failed. If more
than five fail before 80 h, the simulator is shut down and lamps replaced as
required to avoid over five lamps bcing out at a time. At 80 h, all old lamps
are replaced at one time as a standard facility maintenance item.
As noted_ the rate at which voltage is applied to the lamp also has been
found to have a significant effect on lamp life. This is especially important
since the simulator duty cycle requires many start-stop cycles. For this reason,
a rheostat is used in place of an on-off switch for lamp activation. This allows
the operator to slowly increase _,hc voltage input to the lamp. This technique
significantly lengthens lamp life by applying the voltage slowly rather than
instantaneously to the lamp filament.
D. FluxMapping
Prior to each test, a complete map of the solar flux over the entire
1.4 by 2.4 m (4.5 by 8 ft) tilt table surface is accomplished. In the event more
than five lamps fall during a test, post-tc_t mapping is also performed. Using
44
that zone of the tilt table covered by the collector test item, the average flux
point Is located and a single flux intensity measurement taken with a class I total
hemispherical pyranometer. This flux level value Is used to compute collector
performance for the test. The details of the technique used in mapping are given
in Reference 5. Appendix C gives excerts of this procedure from this reference.
w
The simulator lamp voltage is set by the power controller. An approxi-
mate relation between the average center point flux intensity and the power con-
* troller dial setting (Fig. 25) is used to _:t the initial flux near the desired
setting. Subsequently, mapping is accomplished by using a phototransistor
detector to measure flux intensity across the grid rietwork on the face of the tilt
table. A _upport frame is mounted over the tilt table surface. A lateral scanner
bar which supports the detector carriage Is motmted on the frame. Left-right
(or east-west) scanning with the detector is accomplished by a servomotor
device traversing the horizontal carriage. After a complete horizontal scan
across the bed, the carriage is manually moved to a new vertical (or north-south)
position where the scan is repeated. A strip chart recorder automatically records
the detector output (Fig. 26). By this means, relative flux is determined from
sensor data output. Grid locations are at 15 cm (6 in. ) intervals across the
length of the 2.4 m (8 ft) test table and on 5 cm (2 in. ) centers across the 1.4
m (4.5 ft) bed width. This gives a 29 x 19 measurement array or 55, flux points.
All measurements are made at a tilt angle equal to that planned for the subsequent
test. The average flux value is then determined at the average flux point for the
collector area by
N S
1
,i=1
and this fixed value is used in all i_erlbrmance calculations unless post-test
remap becomes necessary.
IF. WindSimulation
Typical plots of wind velocity at rive point_ on the test table are shown
In Figure 27. Using an aver'_ge o1"the values of w, loeity from these points, a
3.4 m/s (7.5 mph) wind velocity is set prior to each test. The wind ve,loeity
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magnitude is controlled by simply moving the fans away from or toward the test
._ item. Although the velocity profile as shown is not smooth, this nonuniform pro-
i file has been found to be sufficient to give good wind velocity simulation as it
"_ affects collector performance (due to the fluctuating nature of natural wind},
1
! IV. COLLECTORPERFORMANCEEVALUATION
Performance testing in the simulator includes stagnation temperature
i_t determination, collector efficiency evaluation, incidm_t angle modifier, and
!.:! time constant determination. Analytical techniques used in evaluating the latter
it
!_; three (using simulator data) are given in detail here because they vary slightly
i_] from those techniques given in ASHRAE 93-77.
,g
A. StagnationTesting
!'l
are normally zxm without wind simulation and with the collector tilted at 45 deg,
unless otherwise specified. Flux levels normal to the collector of 790 and
• } 950 W/m z (250 and 300 Btu/h-ft _) are usually imposed at zero incidence angle.
Maxinmm and average absorber plate b, ml)cratures are reported as data output
for each fltLx level used.
B. CollectorEfficiency
The pertinent efficiency i)aramctcrs are determined using experimental
data. The three basic forms of the collector clficicncy equation [ 6, 7, 8, 9] are
(_¥-, "ra)
,1---(r.) - tT . (z)
c, n L I '
I1
'l = F' reC)e,n- UL i ' 01_.G_.klJ a_'_
n . Of' _OOg
.= FR (r_¢) -U (4)e,n L I "
I1
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Equation (4) is commonly referred to as the Hottei-Whlllier-Bl[ss (H-W-B)
Equation.
These equations are derived based on steady-state conditions. They
also tacitly assume that the solar flux irradiates the entire collector area which
. is exactly equal to the heat loss area. However, the new collector standard,
ASHRAE 93-77, specifies that the efficiency will be based on the grcss or overall
. collector area, A . This gross area includes Internal manifolding and mount
• g
hardware projectio_, as well as any other hardware affixed integrally to the
collector which takes up roof or mounting space. This area is, in general, differ-
ent from the collector area irradiated by normal incident solar rays, Aa, known
as the aperture or irradiated area. Finally, the area through which heat is lost
(defined as that portion of the absorber surface area through which energy is lost
through the upper face of the collector), A L, may be different from either the
gross or aperture areas. Figure 28 shows the difference between these areas.
An energy balance on a typical fiat plate collector can be used to deter-
mine the effect of these areas on the collector dependent parameters of the
efficiency equations [i.e., (T_)e, n UL, F t , and FR]. The instantaneous
steady-state efficiency for a collector in which no work is done so that the rate
of heat extracted from the collector, Qu' is defined by
Gu- Gin- Gout . (5)
" and the collector efficiency is defined by
Qu Qln - Qout
=-- = ; (e)
i
i:
.i
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however, the rate of heat incident on the collector, QI' Is
Qi ffiInAg " (7)
The rate of heat into the collector absorber is
e,n n
and the rate of heat loss from the absorber plate ts
Qout = ALUL (Tp - Ta) . (9)
Substituting equations (7), (8), and (9) into equation (6) yields
g n g
- Using experimentally generated data, the rate of heat into the collector is deter-
mined by
o
Qu = mcp (Tfo- Tfi) , (11)
or the efficiency may be foundusingexperimentaldataby
_1 _ _ Vo (Tfo -Tf|) (12)
.cp I A ' ORIGINAL PAGE IB
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where all property values are for the transport media used In testing (typical
temperature varying fluid properties used In liquid collector testing is given In
Appendix D). Although the loss coefficient may vary with temperature for a
given collector, It has been found to be relatively accurate to assume it constant
for most fiat plate collectors. Therefore, assuming that the loss coefficient is
constant for most fiat plate collectors and that the solar incidence angle is nearly
normal, the efficiency equation may be approximated by a straight line. The
slope intercept is given by
y = a - bx , (13)
where y is by similarity to equation (10) the efficiency and x is analogous to the
._ collector parameter (_ /I . By this comparison, the y intercept, a, is
given by P - Ta) n
A
a
a = _ ("ra) e,n ' (14)
g
f
where the subseril)t n is added to assure normal ilwident values are used and the
slope, b, is given by
A L
b = _-- U L . (15)
P_
Since A , A , and A are measureal)le physical quantities of the collector,
g a l,
(vtr) and U may be (Ictcrnliuc(I from linear fits ()f expt, rimental (lata if they
] e,n Ldo not vary with temi)(,rature or incident flux.
i'i e
I TV fe
1
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Likewise, the abslcca can be altered so that F t and FR may be determined by
using two efficiency equations dorlved in a fashion similar to equation (10).
These derivations yield
Q
+AL,+f-T,]= ,+U L _ (16)F t (ra) e, n• L g n
and
I i+= (Ta)e,n - UL _" I 'g n
Using equation (16), values for the constants in the linear equations are found
by
a
aI = F' _" (Ta) (18)Ot n
!-, g
and
: A L
b I= F' --A UL ' (19)
g
and, using equation (17), by
A
a
a2 = FR A-- ('r_)c,n (2{))
g
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and
AL (21)b2 = FR A UL '
g
Using the (TC_)e,n and U L values determined earlier,F' can be deter- "
mined from eitherequation(15) or (16) and checked, and FR can be determined
from eitherequation(20) or (21) and checked.
To acquire these data, efficiency tests are run at a fixed flux value of
791 W/m 2 (250 Btu/h-ft 2) with the illumination rays nornml to the collector.
The collector is tilted at 45 deg and the room ambient temperature is allowed to
float (but usually remains fairly steady). Depending on time of year, the ambient
temperature will normally range between 16 and 27°C (60 and 80°F). The wind
machine blows room air into the collector (from simulated due south) at a 3.4
m/s (7.5 mph) average velocity. The flowrate is maintained at 101 354 N/m 2
(14.7 lb/h-ft 2) for liquid transport media and 0.6 m3/h-m 2 (2 cfm/ft 2) for air.
With these fixed conditions, the collector inlet temperature is controlled at
discreet preselected values [usually o, 1-1, 28, 42, and 55°C (0, 25, 50, 75,
and 100°F) above ambient] until a steady-state collector outlet temperature is
achievetl. Using the average collector plate (Fig. 29), fluid inlet, fluid outlet,
and ambient air temperatures along with fluid properties and flux values deter-
mined during mapping, collector correlator parameters, r, are determined and
plotted against efficiency (Fig. 30). Using these data along with collector area
measurements, data points are plotted for the three different collector efficiency
correlators. These data points are then put in a linear regression program and
a first order curve fit is generated from these data points. The slope and inter-
eel)t are found for this curve and the collector parameters determined as dis-
cussed earlier. Although not Sl)e('ified in ASIIRAE 93-77, air collector efficicnt,y
tests are run at '1 numl)er of I'lowrates. From early tests, it has been discovered
that efficiency maps vary considerably dcpen(ling on what flowrate is uS(do For
these reasons, most air collc(,tor tests are conducted at a minimum of two flow-
,{ i)
rates. One flowrate is set as indicated ai_O. 6 m / h-in" (2 cfnl/ft2), the other
at an arbitrary higher flowrate t)r at a value recommended by the manufacturer.
54
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Figure 29. Typical collector surface measurement lucations.
For collectors with size envelopes which are larger than the 1.2 by 2.4 m
(4 by 8 ft) irradiation capability, a special test arrangement is used. In these
: cases, efficiency data are generated in the simulator with a portion of the collec-
tor intentionally shaded. The shadowed area, A s, is obscured by an opaque
- plate to assure zero il'radiation input to this part of the collector. This causes
the irradiated or aperture area, A a, to be significantly less than the loss area,
A L, so that
A L = A + A . (22)s a
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Using this efficiency data gathered In the simulator with a portion of thn collector
shaded, corrections are made to make these data applicable to a fully irradiated
collector. Justification for these correction techniques follows.
The energy collected, Qu' is given by
Qu = FR Aa{[(1"°t)e,n]s In" UL (Aa+ As)(Tfl" Ta)} (23)
S S S
and
= - UL (Aa+ As! (Tfi- Ta) (24)
_s FR [(r_)e, nls A 'I '
s s g n
! _i where the irradiated area for an unshaded collector is given by A + A . If the
a] collector is not shaded, the energy collected is given by S
"' Qu =F R{(A + ( - + ( -Ta) } (25)a As) rOt)e,nI UL(A a As) Tfl
and
71 = F R 'a A (1"O_)e, n - U L *
g g n
o
p
Now, since (_o_)e, n is a function only of coating properties, F R Is dependent
on flowr_te and collector confi_._uration, and U L is normally only weakly dependent
on collector temperature; I.c.,
n] =s e,n ORlt}i_=_b PAGE k_;
OF POOR QUALITY"
F R = FRandU L = UL , (27)
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from which
Aa As Aa ._ As ( T - /
-- (rtv) +-- (r(_) " fi Ta) (28)
)) = F R g e,n g e,n - [IL Ag In
h
sAb"Oe , ,, (29))1 = )Is + I:R
i
[.
Timrefore0 simulator effi,,'ietwy (lat:t generated by shatlowitlg a portion of the
. collectt)r are corrected by simply adding the second term to the simulator gen-
' crated efficiency.i
i 31 (tara for collector tested with fullFigure (.o|llpares ex|)eri IIlellt_l a
) irradiation to corrected data for the same collector with only partial irratliation.
i The fully irradiated item was tested outside with the sha(led collector item tested
' i
indoors in tho simulator. Examination of flmse curves shows relatively good
correlation Letween (lata from tile two test ('on(litio)_s for two internal air flow-
rates in the air collector,
Coral)arisen (if tile coih, ct()r effici(,ncv Imralut, ters [(+rn,) , I:) I: and
• e ) 1{'
U I,) alh)ws relativ(, :i)i(I absoh)t(, as.,+ess)n(,)it t)l"(.()lh, t.h)r l)(,rI'ormancc, lh)w-
ever. because of tile limits of the onvironnu, nial ct)ntlitit)ns wheu generatiug
these data, lilt,3' must I)e al)l)lio(! t.art, l'ully. Two t)l lilt, tllt)l'o significant variables
v,'h()so effect on t't)llet'tor ll('l'l'()l'tlltlllCO is Hot :ll)));Irent WllOn exatnining collecit)r
efficiency parameters only are (}) the effect o1"int,ident angles oflmr than normal
: : anti (2) tile effect of the collcct()r cal):wit:mce or thermal resllt)nso, important ill
tratlsit, nt ct)tlditit)ns. 'i'ilt,st, (_vt)off(,t'l._ :It'(,. Itt)wcv(,l'0 [Itlt|l'eS,,4e(| I.)y t)tile|' t(,sting "
to he (Iist.tt_t, tl laler. ()Iht, r I)(_l'['l)l'tIIHIIt'(_ t, fft,('l,'+ t)f ,"it)tilt' itlllI()l'ltlllce° IIul which
• art, n(,t mignil'it':ml t,n()ugh it) wttrrttlIt (,v:11utlti()n ill ctlt'h (.t)llt, t,it)r test, are those
;-_ t)l' xviml v,,h)t'ity tllltl (lirot'iit)n Vtll'itllit)lls :llltl It)S,,+ cq)el'l'icit, nt chatlges with tom-|
i l)t'ratur('. Exl)oritlu,)lial tl:It;1 _iv(, lht, t,ll'cct_ +)I'xximl vt,lt)cilv on a ,'+eh,t'livolv
• ... 11)i) v. . •
I co:It(,(l, d()ul)h' g;l:|,'+s liquid t'q)lh,t'It)r :mtl :t ,,+ingh, _l,lss, nt)nseh,ctivo air c()lh, c-
"| 'rvliica) his.,; c,)offit'ic)It V')l'i:lli,))) wilh h,)i)l_Ol-+)ttlro is _ix'ol) l'()r tl si))gl(, t.ovt, r(,(l,
m))lsoh,ctiv(, ct)lh,<.l()r :is th,l)it.lo+l in l.'i_l)l't, :,;,.
....... , ..... : :. _:_:_.,_+',:_ -_"_V_+-? ' + oo, ,,
0000000 -TSF02
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Figure 33. Typical variation of heat loss with temperature.
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Although evaluation of these effects arc within the capability of this
facility, other effects are not. These Include the capability of determining the
effects of parameters such as sky sink temperature and diffuse to direct flux
ratios. Aging and other environmental effects such as dust accumulation on the
cover, precipitation effects of rain, snow, sleet, and hall, the corrosive effects
of outdoor conditions, and long duration effects such as ultraviolet degradation
and outgasslng are accomplished to some extent in outdoor facility testing and
during laboratory testing of material coupons.
C. IncidentAngleModifier
The efficiency plot as discussed in Paragraph IV. B does not completely
define the efficiency variation, since it assumes (Te_)e does not vary regardless
of the solar incident angle. This is not always true because the spectral prop-
erties of covers and coatings vary dramatically at high incident angles (Fig. 34).
Most efficiency data are, however, reported for near normal incident radiation
test conditions. Reference 10 indicates these angles should be restrained to
values less than 20 dog. Since the Sun angle varies significantly with time of
day on a fixed tilt collector, evaluation of this variable is important.
To use the previously discussed II-W-B efficiency equation for variable
incidence angles, a new factor known as the incident angle modifier, K , is1"oz
introduced to correct the (Try) value. This value is defined as
O, I1
(1"_)
K = e_0
" (30)
e,n
The use of an "all day" or t'o_,._rall" efficiency factor to account for this variatior,
in collector efficiency is also common. Unfortunately, the definitions used in
finding this value usually includes other effects. Is1particular, system peculiar
effects as well as those effects associated with the collector _s thermal d_,namics
(e.g., collector control logic and collector time response) are Included. Since
the modifier is not dependent on these type effects, it is preferable.
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The modifier operates on tile first term of the H-W-B equation and can
be further defined by
,rOt)ee0! K ffiFR( (31)
1 11e,n
I
!t
_., Using this, the tt-W-B efficiency equation may then be rewritten as;= 1
!!.-:] 11 ffi FR K'rot(l"c_)e, n - UL Ag
i1 In using equation (32) to experimentally determine K , Reference 10
requires that Tfi be set equal to Ta within _2°F. Since this test condition is
difficult to achieve in the simulator, a more general deflntion of K was used
for which Tfi _ Ta. This is obtained by solving equation (32) for K_.c_; i.e.,
AL (Tfi- Ta)
11 FRUL A I
K - g A "
a
g .
Since K varies, as the spectral properties, with cos 0 [ I0], it may be written
T_ °
In the form
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where b is experimentally determined as indicated. Values for b are found at
0, 30, 45, and 75 deg incident angles. Then, using this value along with pre-
viously determined values of F R, (7"or) n' and U L, the more general form ofel
the efficiency equation, equation ( 32), can be used to determine collector per-
. formance for any Sun/collector attitude.
• During initial incident angle modifier tests, it was discovered that
incident solar energy normal to the collector face deviated from the expected
cosine relationship for a direct beam ray as the incident angle was increased.
This deviation is quite large for large incident angles and is shown in Figure 35.
1,0--
0.9 -
_J 0.0-|
O
M.
" _ 0>'OllO: JB.4-
. ffi o.3-
_ Z
u. OF IckDO,R QUALITY0.1-
7
: _'i 0 I o I I I I i I '_! 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 II0 gO
t i INCIDENT ANGLE (deS)I !i
'i'!
;,.I'_ Figure 35. Variation of normal flux wLth incidence angle.
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_- The deviation lndlcatt_s a larger total flux at high incidence angles than is
"it predicted. This Is a result of reflected energy from the tilt table anad adjacent
_1 hardware. In ;he future, plans are to cover the reflecting surface with a black
: cloth in an attempt to Inhibit the reflections.
i.i_ During the first few Incident angle tests, control of incidence angles was
.- achieved by simple rotation of the tilt table ill the horizontal plane. However,
the exact change in incident angle had to be determined by calculations due to t
the two-dimensional effects; i.e., horizontal rotation changed the apparent tilt
and azimuth angle. )]urthermore, it was found tlmt certain collector configura-
tions yield incident angle modifiers which vary differently in the north-south
plane than they do in an east-west plane (Fig. 36}. As a result of these com-
plications, a special fixture was built which allowed limiting itacident angle
• changes to only azinmthal or east-west variations. Collectors whose physical
characteristics indicate the modifier variations in these two planes could occur
' are evaluated in the north-south plane also by simply rotating tim Sun simulator.
Fig_are 37 shows a photograph of such a collector which does have a
preferential modifier. In this particular design, a she.-t of plastic is accordioned
between the absorber and the outer cover. The accordion folds run east-west
(or left-right-left as seen in the photograph). In the east-west plane the incident
rays are nearly parallel to the folds; however, in the north-south plane the
oblique ray must pass through an increased number of plastic layers. There-
fore, It is apparent the incident angle modifier would decrease more dramatically
with angle in the north-south plane. Figlwcs 38 and 39 show eXl)erimental data
which demonstrate this effect on the illustrated collector.
D. TimeConstant
The efficiency data discussed earlier is generated I'or _teady-state con-
ditions only. llowcvcr, none ot"the i)al'ameiers discussed Indicate the transient
behavior of the collector. For this reason, tit(, collector time constant is also
det_rmined to quantify tile L_,latlve transi(mt behavior of the collector.
The unsteady energy equatitm govcrnling helot transfer in the collector,
assuming the entire c(,llectol" acts at the fluid tx,,_,l,craturc and n(,rmal incident
flux with r.o work, is
Qstored -=Qin - f_out "
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l.'it_ur(, ;_7. ('olh,¢.t_l. wilh I_l'ol'ol'cntial i_('i(h,l_u(, _ln_l(, I_diliol'.
/
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0.4
NOTE: FOR COLLECTOR
. 0.3 CONFIGURATION
SEE FIG. 37
t
! I ! .... _ ' i
0 15 30 45 60 75 L
E--W INCIDENT ANGLE (dq)
_G_ _l_Flgt_re 3_. Collector incidence angle modl[ier versuseast-west incldetlce angle.
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U_ln:,_ I1.. l;,,_l, :ldy c.er.v ball.nee equation and the average fluid temperature
simi1:,r I,, ,,;,.,ii,,,i (II_). vc l'l,_,d
" 7_) -ULAL(¥ f-Ta)] • {35)( l_ICl )i.{ i[O - Tfi)= Ft [InAa( e
Now, if T and T are held constant, we can 0ifferentiate so that
" :l I'i
(l'ncp) [ • dTfo= F' Aa(TOt) edI, l - F' ULAadTf " (36)
Using the numerators of equations (16) and (17) we see
F'[Aa{_ ) I - ULAL(¥ f - Ta)]= FR[InAa(_Ot) - ULAL(Tfi - Ta)] .e n e
and after differentiation (with a constant Ta and Tfi) we find that
F' Aa(T°t) edIn - F' ULAId_f = FRAa(l"°t) edIn '
and after rearranging, we find that
h
IF' Aa(T°_}e. - FRAa( l"_)e]dIn = F' ULALd_f " (37)
Solving equation (37) for d! and substituting into equation (36), we haveFt
i:!
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Rearranging and simplifying, we fiud that
!
...... * '"_ ..............." ' 00000001-TSG02
t.itl.\al ( .-,;),,.,_ - tt+.,,j.(' "i,i-ra_l " (,_,_._,._,.Ir. -r j+ "{( ':m"') J"K(mt+P)f+el' (41)
I"RI.\nl(r+;)_',n " t'I.%|(Tf|.- T..I)j " (l_It'l')1.("'Ih+i,,ilial_ Tfi):e
. where K is the coefficient of dTfo/dt in equation (39) and the quotient exponent
of the rLght side of equation (41), (_cp)/K(mcp)f+c, is defined as the time
constant. The response time is the time required for the left side of equation
(41) to reach 36.8 percent of its initial value.
In tests, this value is found by subjecting the collector to a normal flux
of 790 W/m 2 (250 Btu/h-ft2). Other conditions are set as prescribed in the
previously discussed efficiency tests. The one exception is that the collector
fluid inlet, Tfi, is set to within 7°C (12°F) of ambient rather than +1°C (2°F)
and held constant. After steady-state is reached, the simulator Illumination
array is turned off. This condition is defined as the zero time state and the left
side of equation (39) is plotted versus time. The time, in minutes, to reach the
36.8 percent point is obtained from a strip chart plot. This value ts the response
time constant. Figure 40 illustrates an example of how this value is extracted
from test data.
E. VariationsfromASHRAEStandard93-77
The test facility has the capability of meeting most of the test require-
meats given in the ASHRAE standard 93-77 entitled "Method of Testing Solar
Collectors Based on Thermal Performance" [10], Some differences between
this standard requirement and those practiced at this facility do exist. These
. deviations in some cases are intentional, in others they result from facility
operational design limitations which occurred before this standard was published.
. Facility modifications to conform with A_IIRAE 93-77 are either deemed not
" feasible or considered unnecessary. Since this is the most widely accepted col-
lector test standard to date, it is worthwhile to detail these differences as they
exist using the standard requirements as the reference. If no deviations are
indicated, ASItRAE standards are met. The specific paragraphs In _,e standard
in which these differences occur are 2.1, 2.4, 5.1.1, 5,1.2, 6.6.6, 6.1.3,
6o2.2, 7olo2, 7.1.3, 7.1.4, 7.1.5, 7.2.7, 7.3.3, 7.3.5, 8.2, 8.9, 9.1, and
+ 9.2. A more detailed discussion of these deviations follows.
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In general, ASIIRAE requirements are given for concentrating and non-
concentrating collectors ( Paragraph 2.1), where this facility is designed to
accommodate only fiat plate collectors. This does not preclude performance
testing of other nonconcentrating or possibly some type of concentrating collec-
tor types; however, these capabilities have not been addressed to date. In
• general, new collectors are tested In the simulator, then exposed and retested
at 6-month intervals after exposure to assess weathering effects. The collectors
are testedas a singleunit(module) with no externalmanifoldingincluded
(Paragraph 5.1.2). No attemptis made to simulateedge, end, or backside
loss boundary conditionswhich occur in actualinstallationsas noted inthe
standard.
All collector efficiency tests are run at 0 deg azimuth and 45 deg tilt
unless special test requirements are specified. A 50/50 by volume ethylene
glycol/water mixture isthe transportmedia used inallliquidtests,unless
otherwise specified.Direct tluxpyroheliometerand diffusemeasurements as
requiredin Paragraphs 6.1.1, 6.1.3, and 7.1.3 are consideredunnecessary for
flatplatecollectortestingand, as a result,are includedonly as specialtest
require ments.
Measurement accuracies generally meet specifications outlined In Para-
=i_ graphs 6.2.2 and 7.1.7. The measurement techni:luesare also differentfrom
those specified in Paragraphs 7.1.4 and 7.1.5. Actual accuracies are given in
i Table I. Techniques suggestedfor housingthe ambient airtemperature meas-
_: ure (Paragraph 7.1.4) are notobserved. Also, testinghas indicatedthat
mixing devices specified in Paragraph 7.1.4 arc not necessary. The measure-
=_ mcnt of wind velocity and solar flux is made only prior to each test; consequently,
_ Paragraph 7.1.3 is not observed. Ambient air temperature measurements are
_ made in the open immediately behind the collector; therefore, the housing
• requirements specified in Paragraph 7.1.2 are not observed.
--_ The techniques used to determine collector parameters have been dis-
_7 " cussed in detail and are slightly different from those outlined in ASItRAE 93-77.
The theoretical power required by the collector prime mover (Paragraph
_ 8.9) is not determined during each test. Although collector flowrate verbs
pressure drop data is run on each collector, it is not generated In the simulator
facility. The Silnulator unil'ormity and collimation specifications given in the
AIISRAE standard in Paragraphs 7.3. :l aml 7.5. ,1 are no_ met by' the facility.
The actual values are recorded in earlier sections of this report. Also. the flow
confi_,mratlons suggested in the standard figures are not rigorously observed.
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The eoni'i_tvatlt._ fat.tot 1_etween the slmu|:itor and the tilt table at
2.7 m (!) ft) distance is approximately o. 1 for a I.'2 by 2..1 m (.t by ,_ ft)
collector'. A maximum value ,,f 0. o5 is imlicated in l)al_agral)h 7.3.5.
Performance equations have been atlju_te(I in Ihis document to consider
the overall collector area in all efficiency evaluations. Also, the evaluation
o '2techniques given In Paragraphs _..I and _4. have been altered slightly.
V. SIMULATORTESTING
A. Advantagesof SimulatorTesting
As stated earlier, the time savings associaled with using the simulator
in lieu of natural outdoor testing may b(, significant, hi lhmtsville, Alabama,
:{
the avera_;e mean percentage of sunshine l'of tile year 112l is approximately
;i 58 percent. The period available for outdoor testing (to satisfy ASIIlLA,E 93-77
minimum flux requiremt, nls) generally ot,t,urs in a period I)t,tx_een 1_1a. m.
and 2 p.m. solar time, (lel)ending on time ()f year. Since steady-state conditions
must be achieved before valitl I)erftn'nvmce data points can l)e acquired, relatively
cloud free conditions are needed ¢.ontinuously for periods on the order of tile
collector time constant (1 t() It) rain for m_st rlat plate collectors)° Because of
the fluctuating nature ()l' lilt, outdq)t)r t,nvi r(,_ment, re;I]ization of sinlullatlet)l.l_
o(.(,tlrrell(.e or these e()n(liti(ms is lira(, ('OIl.'4tllllillL_. These ('Oml)lit'ations, com-
bine(I with the need to se[ tli} slal)h, (qdl[,(.l_r fluid inh,[ c()ntliiions, reqtlire
!ouger out(leer testing dur-ltiou it)achieve Ih(, s_[lllS,, results. Estimates indicate
3 to 5 times as much time is |'PqUil'tql t_) st,cure a t'_,mld(,te i_erfol'lllallt, e map
outdot)_'s as it does indot,_rs. Tiffs iIl:,!ll)_t)vtt_l' magnifying fact,)r, cotq_led with tile
real I}rol)lems as.sociaied with ,st.ll(,_luling lu;ittl)()wt, r (it) make full use of test
worl_nl(,nt s lilne v,ll(m lesling ()Lil(l_)(ll's) _it'_,._ all OI)%iO_lS a(Ivalll;I/4(, t() in(Io()r
simulat()r t(,st ing.j
.t
hi afhliii_)n. (lisa_lv:li}t:i_("_ (d".,dtlq, _r I¢'.'-;li1!_ ItlItSI ill('hlll(' itlt't)lisisiolli'y
ili
i'i ()1' levi inl_tl| t)I)Llll(It|I'V ('(}nllili_m:_. I)|h' I;i %;11"%ill!_' _tll_l_,_,l' t'_,_lllili4)ns .,41i(.h {is v,intiv(,l:_('il%', (lil'(,('ti,}t), ._,d|ir flu\, :lll|l)i_,lll Hir h"lllll(,l'HIIil'(', r:l|i;) |)l diffuse to
dir(,('t ,_dar flux, mu[ t,h ul_.in,, in_'idon_'_, :ilk-It', _[t'h't'mitta|itu_ _l (l|lt'l'a|ill_ i_(_il_ts
I_)l" I)t'l'lt)|'illant'e t.alt,tll_l|ioll_ is dilfi_,ull. 'rh_,_t, vari;lli_ns i_.lil'_)_|l_,t.i • ;in _,l'l'or
I_and in lU, l'l()rlllIlil('(, i_:ll';llllOll,r deh,r;_titl:!li_ll _vl)ic.I] is v|rllt;!!l_ al}S(.ll| III the,
l'ix(.'(! t.'llVil'illllll_OIIt i!l whit'h .';ilillli:ll(_l" I,'._li,v_' _,{'('111"";.
• 71;
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These advantages make a _trong ease for solar simulator testing. There
are, however, a number of negative aspect:_ of indoor testing that should be noted
for completeness. First, the simulation capability is never exact. As discussed,
the uniformity, collimation, and spectral reproduction are important qualities
whose reproduction of naturally occurring levels is never perfect. These
• imperfections must be addressed with respect to the effect on the parameters
to be determined_ as well as the _eslred quality of information. Second, the
• collector size which can be tested is limited to some extent by the illumination
area. This limit is mitigated somewhat since testing of oversized fiat plate
collectors has been found to give reasonable results for collector sizes up to
50 percent larger than the simulator illumination capability.
The material cost of operating such a facility is significant, primarily
because of lamp replacement costs, tlowever, manpower expenditures override
the economic disadvantages so that the overall economics of the simulator is
favorable. Reference 13 contains a more complete examination of the economics
of operating such a facility.
B. Comparisonof OutdoorandSimulatedIndoorTests
Proof of simulator fidelity is best achieved through comparative testing.
This was done during initial startup of the facility by comparing collector
efficiency data generated in outdoor testing with data from simulator tests.
Two different collectors were tested in each environment with boundary condi-
tions which were forced to be similar.
Testing of these collectors was performed first outdoors, then indoors
so that simulator test could be run at nearly identical collector inlet temperature
and average solar flux levels. The same fluid was used in corresponding tests.
Fluid loop simulation equipmm_t used outdoors was also used indoors, and iden-
tical instrumentation and acquisition equipment were used in both tests in an
effort to n_il out equipment induced variables.
Although attempts were made to null out variations betnveen indoor and
outdoor tests, some parameters diftk.red. Those parameters which varied
bet_veen the two comparative tests were, as follows:
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1. Anlhltmt air tonll)eralul'o
2. Sky sink tenllmraturo
,.. Wind velocity fluctuations
a
,t. Dlffu._o to total flux ralio
5, Ii_eident angle,
Teelmiques to correct for variations in these i)arameters, as wo|! as inside tilt
angl(, and i)late tolnl)el'alUl"O (liffer(,nees, are given in Rel'(,lx, nee 14. Ilowever,
no corr(,ctions were ina(le herein I)et':lus(, lh(, l"esultinLg olficiency differences
woro snlaJl.
Tim two collectors rise41 iu |llo,,-;o Icsls Wel"O nOnl)l'()duction OXl)m'ilnontal
mo(lel,+, t)f au air c<_lle(.tov an<l :1 liquitl (.ollcctor. The air collector xx'fls an
MSFC in-ilouse dt;.,+i,m+(1.'JR..t 1). The liquid t.ollet.tof tcsied was a slnall
lhmeyxx'cll nlodt,_l huilt unde|- another (,t)lleeim" study ( Fig. 12}.
The air ¢.ollectt>r tcslt,_l has a ntmlilml (w(,rall area ()1"1.7 m :! (IS ft 2)
with (lim(msi_m._ <)1'o.9 l_x' 1. s m (:: lay [; ft). This t.o|l(,t.t<u" has tl single cover
painted Flat hlael¢. The I_acl<si(h, insulali+,n is an integral i)al't [)f the (,()lle(.t<)r
urethalu, s|l'u(+'tllr(,. The inl,(,rn:il (l(,sign uses a l(,l_+,'lhwise II<+w St'l):ll'_ltt)l' to
('arise tho air" to tt'avt, rse the (.<_|h,t.h_r h,n_lh ixvit.(,.
The liquid t,olleett+r is 1.1 m:' (12 fl:') in t+_l'rall area: i.('., 0.9 I>y 1.2 m
(3 by .t ft). Tho collector has a soh, t.livc iron <_xith, t'oatillR with two t,overs.
Backside, e(lge, and end insulatitm art, all _d' s(,mirigiLI I'iber_lass. A summary
of both air and liquid collector I'(,;Itul'(,s i_ given in Tahle 3.
('oilll)ar:Itiv("data ft)rhoth iIlt]()(_l";lllll(_llldq)()l"Jests for lilt'air eoll(,_.lor
ace l_'ivenin l,'igur(,.l:I.Figure .I.Igives similar dala l'm"lhe liquidh,sI._. The
air (,olh,(.tm"effici,.,ncyplots shm_ Ih(,_ueaI(,sl(lisi_ersion.Ne_m'th(,h,ss, lhese
dalo l_oinlsin(li(.ateefl'iei_.'._cy('umlmris_nls withiu (;l,ereeuloI'the m(,asuued
ould_u_|"_alue. l,iquidt,_)ll(,t.l_)_"dala in,Ileal(,a_veemeni _iihiu .Ipert,(,nl.
l,'i_aves.15and .H;give linear r(,_r(,ssi_,ndaia 131pl,)Is_)I:dmulalm" _enerah, d
(,l'fi('i(,n('ydala corr(,laledagainsl avera_(, :_l_s_)rli[,rl)lah,, nv(,ra_e fluid,an(l
fluidiuletl(,ml)eralur(,values l'_u'liqui_landair[',dh'_'lors.II,d_mldhe noh,d
that the level _I agr(,(,m(,nil)elween lh(,s('l_vol.Vl_eSoI l[,slsis _ilhin Ill(,eal('ula-
lion a('t'lll'_Iti.V_I'the inslml_u(,nlali[m.I,'l'()mllms(,('_Unlxlrls[ms,file,_i_mdal,_r
rel)r()du('li()n,_Io.xh,rnal v(m_lili,msl_,rlh(,_url._S('_)Idelininv,c_m_m(m fiatplate
(.fl'h'ion('Vwa._ e_m('luded t_ he very V.t._d.
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!C. ProductionCollectorTests
i ,"iilwe Novemhor, 1976 (wholl initial ()l)er;Iti,_ns began) to lho time (ff this
writing, throe liquid uq_liectors ha_o bo,,n t(,sted to the ASIIRAE 9:_-77 sl)ecifica-
tions. These were a I.il)l)y-Owen-l.'ord (1,OI,'), a [IoneywelI, and a Daystar
colleutor. All collectors were to I,, del)loyed in the MSI.'C d(,velolmmnt program.
Tahle .t presents a summary of the collector confii411rations for each I)roduction
collector. Simulator el'ficien(.y curves an(I i_arameiers for the three liquid col-
lectors are given in Figure -17. 'ral)le 5 lists performance i)arameters calculated
using data from the simulator.
A single production air ('olleL'tor has also been tested. This collector
was a Solar Energy Produ(,ts Coral)any (SEPCO) colle(,tor. It was tested both
indoors and outdoors for data coral)arisen, since its overall area was greater
than the irradiation capability of the simulator. Techniques used to generate
analytically correct simulator data have been discussed earlier, l"ii4¢lre 48
gives the simulator generated efficiency I)lot, and Table 6 lists performance
i)arametcrs resulting from these test conditions along with measured areas used
to dek_rmine these parameters.
i h_ addition to efficiency data, l)oih incident anlzle modifier and time con-
: stant were generated for all collectors. 'rims(, data a_'e summarized for i)roduc -
tion collectors in Tables 7 and s.
)
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TABLE 5. PIIODUCTION COIJ,ECTOR (LIQUID)
I'JFFICI|'JNCYPAII.AMETERS
lll'filhlc,|i(lll
('ill h.,l,lllr
Part No. Ag Aal A I (T_T) o, n FIt F i UL
,i a 'l.enn(ix/ 1.67 In 7 1..12 vll"tl..12 nl" 0._9 0,_9 0.91 4.20 W/m 2 "C
Ih,ne_vell (l,'t ft7) ( 15.:I ft_'/15.:i I't'_) (0.74 Btu/h-ft_-'F)
( I,,';C-I _-1)
I}iiystar ')...,-'")III 2 1.!)5 iu"t !.95 Itl 7 0.91 0.89 0.93 5.22 W/m I "C
('-'lB, (% I't_) ('-'i lt:/:l It _) (O.92 Btu/h-ft2-'F)
LOI," l,;)r) Ill 2 l.,_:i lu2/1.._:l m:'_ 0. vi0 0.1,)0 0.94 _.56 W/Ill 1 IC
(1112) (21 ft_) (19.74 ft'/19.7.i ft2) (0,98 Btu/h-ftl-'F)
0.8
0.?
06
Ob
INTERNAL AIR
04 _ FLOWRATE
_. 0.02265 m3/s (48 $cfm)
0.3 _ |0.0102 m3/s-m2-°C(2 cfm/ft2.°C)]
O,1
O!
O I I I I I I , I I I I
0, 0i 0, o4 05 06 07 0. 0. 10
T,. T.tmb (°F ft2 h )
--l--- _--'_-
....... -" ....... "-_-_- ' ' OttlGl14t_I,£_GI!i1ft002 004 006 008 010 O ll 014 016
'"'-("C) OFPoo_ |J
> Figure 48. Air type productloi_ collector efficiency.
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ii Production Collector Time Constant
ill part No. (rain-s)
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ii (t,sc-1s-] )t]
)t
*l
'i Daystar 3-22h
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;!
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/
Production Collector Time Constant
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I¸
I,! ! Collector Observations
I. i
• Ji
•i Date:
L I I Mfgr.
P Model No.
Serial Nt).
I Number of Cover(s)
I: Tyl)e of Cover(s) inner; outer
Cover Spacing'( s) m (ill.) inner to outer m (ill.) inner to
or outer to absorber absorber
Coating Type
Coating Conq)any
J
h_sul ation TYl)e
i; Backside Insulation Thiel_aless m (in.)
l! Edge Insulation Thickness m (in.)
1 End Ialsulation I hickne ss m (in.)
t Size of Unit:i
Overall Collecto_ Area m_"(in.")
.I length m (in.) x width m (in.)xI
J del)th m (in.)
| l _,ss (,1' Abs,)rber area m2 (in. _)
t
] length m (in.) "< width m (in.)
A1,crtu r(, a r(,a ,i,:: ( i,. ::)
_; hmKth m (in.) x wi(Ith m (in.) ×
ii: (n,,pth ,,,(i,.)
,t
t'()mm(mts & Othc, r ()l_sorvali(ms:
t
' ( )h.,-;(,rvo r ,";i_lmtI
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,";ec'ondorder fit:{y-'-a + hx ,r-cx")
t hwi(lent ,'ingle K :-- 1 + I) - I
, O'T
i
1 b"] t'i Time constant rain
Comnwnts and Other Observations: [!
Obse rvo r Si _m,d
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SIMULATOROPER,_TINGPROCEDURES
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I. Solar Simulator Systenl Setup (Tent 'l'ahle Till Angle Equals the Tilt
Angle of the l,aml) Array)
The following in the procedure to be used for determining the system setup
Imrametel's to be used for collector testing. I,'ig_ire C-1 shown the simulator
testing setul) and defines the symbols used.
1.1 A teat flux level will be specified in the test requirements. Before the
tent specimen in moun_d on the test table, a field map will be required
to determine if the simulator power controller is set to produce the
llrol)er flux level. This procedure in described in Paragraph 2 and will
have to be performed iteratively until the requiretl flux level is obtained.
1.2 Mount the teat specimen centered on tim test tql)le.
1.3 Measure the distance from the top or the test table to the top surface of
the collector. Record this distance (d).
c
1.,I Using the following formulae, (,onq)ute htest and Ltent:
h _-" +d 8) (cos0)s (dtest c
dtest (!tLtest : ( i (, , ) (sin0)(,
h = h + h ,
test s tahh,
1 •W ho, re *l
'I --" 7 ,n (9 ft)! dtest -"
(I = 0.<1 m (1o5 in.)
!
i,
;t
1
• :]
# Io,I
+.1
I
O0000002-TSB06
bo /
• / I
htable
Ltest -----)
d t = DISTANCE FROM TABLE PIVOT POINT TO TABLE SURFACE 0.04 m (1.5 in.)
dc = DISTANCE FROM BACK SURFACE OF COLLECTOR TO ITS TOP SURFACE
dtesL = OISTANCE FROM SIMULATOR LENS PLANE TO THE COLLECTOR TOPSURFACE 2.8 m (9It)
01 ,: SIMULATOR TILT ANGLE
#2 = TABLE TILT ANGLE
htable = VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM FLOOR TO TABLE PIVOT POINT 1.2 m (49 in.)
hs = VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM TABLE PIVOT POINT TO THE CENTER POINT OFTHE LENSPLANE
htest = VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM FLOOR TO THE CENTER POINT OF THE LENS
PLANE
Ltest = HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM THE CENTER POINT OF THE LENS PLANE
:! TO THE TABLE PIVOT POINT
I:l)_llre C-1. _()lar simuhltor setup. ORIGINAL PAGE 1_
OF POORQUALITY
1.5 Using the chain hoist located at tile right side of tile simulator lamp array,
adjust tile array to tile required tilt :m_le and the height (htest) as
measured from the binding I)ostn located on either side of the center of
the lamp array.
1.6 Attach a plural) bob to each binding post mentioned in Step 1.5, and place
a mark on the floor directly under each.
1.7 Draw a ehalk line connecting' the two I>oints and bisect the chalk line.
1. ,_ Construct a line i)erl_cn(licular to tile line drawn in Step 1.7, i)assing
through its center. This line should extend at least a distance (I.test)
ill a i_.ortherly direction.
l. 9 Measure off a distance equal to Ltcst from the baseline in Step 1, 5 along
tile line (Irawn in Step 1.8 and mark this point.
1.10 Center the test table (lel't-to-right) over tile line drawn in Step 1.8 and
locate so that the pivot I)oint [)1'the lal)le in (lirectly over the mark made
in Step 1.9.
1.11 s(t tile tent table tilt angle to the angle require(! for testing.
The Ilo_' systems sh_)uhl now be set ul), all instrumentation should be
h,)oke(I Ulb and the syslem should I)e ready for tenting.
2, [.'iel(! Mal)ldng
2.2 Mount the mapping frame on the test table. The frame must be off_et
15 cm (6 in. ) either above or below the horizontal centcrllne of tile test
,, table and centered horizontally. This Is necessary because of the valves
mounted on the table• A pair of mounting holes in the frame should be
• aligned over the horizontal centerlinc of the table.
2.3 Mount the scanner bar in the holes in the frame over the horizontal
eenterline of tile table. These holes will now be the zero reference
point for vertical scans.
i
2.4 Connect the cable assembly from the scanner console to the detector
carriage.
2.5 Power up the two 15 V power supl)lies in the scanner console and adjust
both supplies to read 15 V.
2.6 Turn on the 400 cycle suplfly in Building 4619.
2.7 Turn on the power to the chart recorder; turn off the chart drive
mechanism and raise the pen.
2.8 Turn on the simulator in accordance with the startup procedure (Para-
graph 3.3). Allow the simulator to reach its operating temperature.
2.9 Move the demeter carriage to the center of the scanner bar. hmure that
the three-position scanner switch is in its center position.
2.10 Cover the dek_ctor and zero the galvonometer using the bias control.
Zero the chart recorder.
2.11 Unetwer tile detector and adjust the gain control until the chart recorder
pen is at al_l)roximately so I_ercent of full scale. Repeat Step 2.10 to
: ehecl_ for zero.
2.12 Repeat St( ps 2. ll) and .11 until the rt, corder rt, ads zero when the
detector is covered and alJl_roximat(_ly ,_0 percent when uncovered.
Record thla level cm tilt, chart l't,t'ortler I)y lowering tile pen and rtmnlng
the chart drive, I'or a _hort time.
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I,,,,,,,,,l,,ii ,I,,,,,,,I,,I'': -12 -10 -R -_ _4 -_ +_ +tt +6 +R +10 +12
'i -1_ n +14]
'{ _
i_, 2.21 ilet,t_rd tl_e reading in tabular form I'rm_ 1.2 m (,l_ in,) through 0 to
!_ -1.'2 m (-t8 in. ) s,..m an_l I'on_v:lrd this data along with the ]evel
lllO'iStll'('(I ill Sh'l' 2. I 'lll, I tit(,' IltlX IOVOI I)l('Ll."Jttt'O(I ]tl 5¢@ !) 2.14 for
_] :ll|ll I VNi.'4,
_", 1|, .'_l:l I'|tll) I)v'()c'o(htr( •
i;i The I'_dlt_wing stops dol'ine lho stl|l'tu I) I_roeodure:
11
._ :l. 1 ,,\rra,_go _,vilh tilt, l)nla ('tdlt,t'lit_n (It'oul_ to mOllitor simulator operation.
_t B.2 Itlstil'o lhat seroon is botweon ._imul'ltof _lt_(Itile visitors v booth.}
I
it ,!. Simulat_,r Poworup I_roeocluro
1 'rho l'ollowinl_ stops dol'ino the l_owerup l)ro('eduro:
4.1 Opon t,ot_ling water hand valve on the power controller console (A on
Fio'. _'-2)
•1.'-' Closo main mlpl_ly hreaker (.IS0 V) h>t..tod tm power duet: above tile door
to Ib)_.vn 1.5_¢A, I_,uiltlin_ ll;l_.).
" 4. :3 Close main circuit breaker on Panel AA-:L
.1.4 ('h)so t'_,ltrol circuit hroal_or (No. 2) t_i'_Pmlel AA-,q.
.I. ,5 ('loso oxhaust I'an cirt.uit hr(,al,:er (No. lS) t}ll Panel AA-:L
.I.(; Ch(,t'l_ ._vor-h, ml_,raturo m(,ier n'elnv For a sot;tln_' o1" .... o,, (2000]:)
•; (I_ _n 1,'i._. (,-2).
•I. 7 5c't air Flow dampor t_ maximun_ open i_osition (C on Fig. U-2).
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4.8 Start exhau,_t fan truing _tart button _)1_fan control l)ancl (D on Fig. C-2).
4.9 Sot level imte_tlonmt(,r on i_c_w(,r controller console to zero (E on
Fi_'. C-2).
.* 4.10 Close main circuit breaker on power c(mtroller console ( F on Fig. C-2).
• ,t, 11 Chock Panels AA-1 and AA-2 to insure that all lamp circuit breakers
° required for simulator operation are turned on.
4.12 Close main circuit breaker on Panel AA-1. •
,1.13 Close main circuit breaker on Panel AA-2.
4.14 Gradually increase level potentiometer on power controller to desired
operating I)oint.
4.15 Adjust air flow damper to obtain the prescribed operating temperature
(TBD) as monitored on the COml_uter teletype.
5. Si mul ator Powe r-Down P roce (lu re
The following steps define the power-down I)rocedure:
5.1 Set level potentiometer on power controller to zero.
i
i 5.2 Open main circuit breaker on Panel AA-1.i
5.3 O})en main circuit breaker on Panel AA-2.
5..I Open main cl rcuit I)re'll_or on power controller console.
' 5.5 Set air flow damlDer to maximum open I)osition.
5.6 When lamp base teml)eratuYe is below 3S°C (100°F), as observed on
c()ml)uter tcletYl)C, stol) e.xhaust fan using stop hutton on fan control
I)an(,i ((; on Fig. C-2).
5.7 Open (,,xlmust fan ('i|x'uit I)r(,ak(,l" (N(). 18) on Pan('! AA-3.
_,
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5. _ Opml eontrn] [.lreult hreakor (N(_. 2) ()n Pm_ol AA-3.
5.9 Ope,_ main circuit }_l'o_lkor on P._lio/ AA-3.
5.1t_) Open main supply hreakof (.I,_0 V) located _m i_c_wer dtu,t above the door
of Romn 15,_A, Building ,ll_l,q.
5.11 Close cooling water hand valve on the powek' eont'roller console.
6. Shut-Dowll Pl'oeedure
Notify the Data Collection (;fOUl) that simulator operation has been
completed,
112
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' The information in this report has been reviewed for security classi-
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; nuclear energy activities or programs has been made by the MSFC Security
• Classil'i(.aiion OMcor. This report, in its entirety, has been determined to be
unclassified.
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